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Abstract

The Coyote Coin provides a DeFi vehicle that assumes staking and pays out a part of the transaction fees to all participants on the network. 
Unlike traditional proof-of-stake coins, holders of the coin do not have to actively “stake” their coins—it is assumed that if they hold coins, those 
coins are staked. As such, payouts occur automatically for all coin holders, while all coins maintain liquidity.

Unlike other RFI coins as this category of coins has been called, Coyote has developed its own code-base to plug many of the “back door,” 
security problems and openings to centralization that were programmed into previous projects1. As a result, Coyote offers a coin that the public 
can trust, because the foundation is a fully decentralized smart contract, with no special rights for the developers or core team. Coyote also 
maintains upper limits on large trades, preventing “whales” from creating disruptive volatility.

Coyote is launching from the outset on Binance Smart Chain and Ethereum, designed to enable the development of cross-listing on Uniswap 
and PancakeSwap. While this type of cross-listing isn’t available yet, the initial design puts Coyote in a unique position to take advantage of 
future interoperability protocols and remains dedicated to interoperabililty and will also consider other chains as the industry develops.

All participants on the Coyote network are rewarded proportionately and have access to the reward pool payouts. With the rise in popularity of 
liquidity farming, yield farming, and flash loans, Coyote is able to leverage these tools to ensure a high volume of active participation in the 
network, so that the amount of fees collected is significant for coin holders.

The secure gains available using this model have attracted tremendous attention, and capital has flocked to this class of DeFi assets, sometimes 
known as RFI coins or Moon coins, because the model first gained attention with the RFI coin on the Binance Network. While that project turned 
out to have flaws that caused many people to suffer losses, the interest in such coins has only increased, as a new generation of coins has 
emerged, with the same promise but implementing improvements that build on the lessons of the past. The Coyote Coin is the next evolution 
of such guaranteed-yield coins based on real income from transaction fees and borrowing fees.

One of the fundamentals of the blockchain is that the network is secured by the participants in the network. The participants have an interest 
in keeping the network alive and therefore they use their power to provide liquidity and to prevent attacks on the network. Coyote takes this 
commitment one step further, allowing every coin holder to receive the rewards from staking and liquidity farming—but without having to do 
any additional actions. Holding the coins assumes that you have stake in the system. As such, every coin holder receives a proportionate 
percentage of the transaction fees automatically.

Coyote believes that a strong coin requires a strong and mature leadership team, and therefore they have taken a rewards-based approach to 
maintaining the integrity of the founders and core team. The network creates a first-of-its-kind performance unlock mechanism, that reserves 
some of the transaction fees for the team — and unlocks the coins only if the coin reaches certain performance objectives. Using a smart 
contract for the performance unlock means that there is no way around the system: either the core team reaches the goals or it does not receive 
the performance rewards. This DeFi asset ensures that the participants have a regular return on their investment, based on the transactions that 
take place. In other words, it’s as if everyone who has money in the bank shares in the income of the bank. The fair distribution of returns 
embodies the true meaning of disintermediation of financial services, providing an opportunity for wealth accumulation for anyone who 
participates—however large or small their investment may be.

1 Intrinsic Flaws in SafeMoon and Derivative Projects, NotSafeMoon, April 2021 - https://notsafemoon.com/public/docs/MoonCoinsTA.pdf 3
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2 Intrinsic Flaws in SafeMoon and Derivative Projects, NotSafeMoon, April 2021 - https://www.forbes.com/sites/lawrencewintermeyer/2021/05/20/after-growing-88x-in-a-year-where-does-defi-go-from-here/?sh=335f856374ce
3 What Is Crypto Staking, Git Connected, Israel Miles, March 2021 - https://levelup.gitconnected.com/what-is-cryptostaking-4dc96347411d
4 Reflect Finance, CoinGecko - https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/reflect-finance

6 Intrinsic Flaws in SafeMoon and Derivative Projects, NotSafeMoon, April 2021 - https://notsafemoon.com/public/docs/MoonCoinsTA.pdf

5 What Is Reflect Finance? https://morioh.com/p/c53746aec256

Proof-of-stake cryptocurrency projects created an important pillar of the decentralized finance (DeFi) 
market, which allows investors to stake coins on different networks and receive a yield for staking their 
coins. DeFi grew 88x over the last year, and is poised to continue with additional blockchains entering the 
market2. Staking provides security for the blockchain, therefore the stakers are providing a valuable 
service and receiving a reward for their service securing the network. However, actually performing the 
staking was difficult and required people to have dedicated wallets and determine what nodes to 
choose in staking their coins3. Furthermore, staking meant that the coins were not liquid during the 
staking period. With many people entering the crypto market, wanting to support blockchain and 
increase their own investments, this inconvenience represents a barrier to entry.

To combat this problem, a new generation of coins, started with the RFI or Reflect Finance coin, 
introduced a kind of blockchain that does not require locked staking, instead automatically 
assuming that any holder on the network is staking—by default. The RFI coin had some 
celebrity backing and was available on Uniswap and Dharma as well as some smaller 
exchanges4, which means that people can hold coins in a standard wallet and still be 
guaranteed their returns without any intermediate steps. The way this was performed was by 
directing a portion of the transaction fees to the coin holders as their staking rewards. The 
transaction fees were split in proportion to the holding of the coins, allowing every coin holder 
to enjoy the rewards of securing the blockchain.

However, the initial coins, RFI5 and the so-called Moon coins that followed, were based on 
code that had a number of major flaws, including a back door where the developers could 
drain the liquidity pool into their own wallets6. Originally designed as a safety measure in 
case any problems or hacks occurred on the blockchain, over time this became 
recognized as a danger and flaw in the network, because of the possibility that the core 
developers could drain the pool instead of issuing rewards to the coin holders.

Background
Overview
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Challenges
Overview Background

57 Yield Farming Will Help Grow Defi, but Beware the ‘Rule of Whales’, Decrypt, Alexander Behrens, July 2020 - https://decrypt.co/35930/yield-farming-grow-defi-but-beware-rule-of-whales

The concept that people who hold a coin are already stakers is sound—the implementations to date, however, have fallen short. As 
a result, the coins have experienced price volatility. In order to create an RFI-like coin that will gain market confidence over time 
and sustainably grow in value, developers need to develop code that addresses the following major flaws:

Prevent whales from
distorting markets7

Eliminate lopsided liquidity
pool contribution

Eliminate any
rug pull risks

01

True coin burnEnsure rewards
for all holders

Transparency and fairness
with gas fees



Background

Large coin holders can hold and dump coins, causing high levels of liquidity and unfairly handicapping small coin 
holders. Creating caps on daily sells, hold vaults and other mechanisms can reduce volatility and market domination by a 

small number of coin holders. Whales can potentially hijack unprotected coins and create rug-pulls on coins such as 
Safemoon and Bonfire. New protocols are needed to remove this risk.

Challenges
Overview
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Prevent whales from distorting markets
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Challenges

78 Defi Liquidity Pools Explained, Cointelegraph, Nikolai Kuznetsov, January 2021 - https://cointelegraph.com/explained/defi-liquidity-pools-explained
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BackgroundOverview

A recent audit of many of the major coins in this category found that there was inequality in terms of the ability to put 
coins into the liquidity pools8. Certain addresses were favored, or dumping into liquidity pools was devaluing coins. To 
provide equality in people’s chances to earn from a coin, the project needs to address the issue of large coin-holders, 

favorable conditions for some holders over others, etc.

Eliminate Lopsided Liquidity Pool Contribution



BRAND STYLE GUIDE

Challenges
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Code audits of some coins discovered that the liquidity pool included a back door where some addresses could drain the 
liquidity pool. Although this may have initially been implemented as a safety measure, it was easily exploited to empty 
coins into developers’ wallets by majority vote—and in some projects, the developers hold more than half of the coins.

Eliminate Rug Pull Risks9

01

BackgroundOverview

9 What are Crypto Rug Pulls?, Niche Market, Che Kohler, April 2021. https://www.nichemarket.co.za/blog/moneytalks/crypto-rug-pull
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BackgroundOverview

In some coin models, coins in the liquidity pool are not considered to be “held” coins, and therefore are excluded from 
rewards. This reduces rewards to those participants who are actually creating the most value on the network.

In a fair system, all coin holders get rewards.

Ensure Rewards for All Coin Holders



Challenges
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BackgroundOverview

Burned coins are sent to an unusable wallet, inaccessible by the team, thus removing the coins from circulation forever. 
The burn wallet is only being used for the 2% transaction burn, and it will not be receiving reflections.

True Coin Burn



Challenges
BackgroundOverview
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Gas fees for transactions on the network should be shared transparently and according to the split agreed upon in this 
Whitepaper. Transaction fees are only attributed to the wallet making the transaction. Other, similar projects were charging 

gas fees—particularly those generated by the protocol itself—and attributing them to users of the system. Anomalies in code 
were found to inappropriately allocate funds or charge people for transactions that weren’t theirs. Because the transaction 

fees are small, transaction fee “theft” or “slippage” went unnoticed by the users who were double charged.

Transparency and Fairness with Gas Fees:

01
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With people making huge gains in cryptocurrency, more people are getting involved—but they 
want assurance that they are going to get a return on investment. For that reason, the last year 
has seen a tremendous uptick in Yield Farming in 202010, in addition to huge DeFi growth11, 
which pushed Ethereum prices to increase more than fivefold over their 2019 value. The high 
costs of Ethereum transaction fees has brought forth a huge wave of alternatives, such as the 
Binance Smart Chain. As people continue to take interest in the market, coins that can provide 
favorable terms and secure yields are in huge demand. The “Moon Coin” category gained 
momentum because it’s easy to understand and provides passive income without the 
complexity of having to manage wallets and staking12,13.

Gaining traction in this market requires a competitive advantage over the other coins in this
realm. Based on the code assessments and research, the winning projects will have a number 
of important features:

• Reliable team with maturity in the market
• Regular, understandable yields on the coins
• Fairness of the reward distribution
• Security measures in place to ensure the fairness
• Incentives that align all coin holders equally
• Lively and fun community
• Limitations on “whales” and market manipulators so everyone gets a fair chance to earn
• Alignment of incentives with the developers of the project
• Slippage protection to ensure that transaction fees are fairly distributed

Creating the right incentive and reward structure for yield and liquidity of a coin gives it a
huge boost in this already popular market.

Opportunity
Overview

10 Inside Yield Farming 2020, What’s the Trend? Hackernoon, November 2020, Anton Dzyatkovskii - https://hackernoon.com/inside-yield-farming-2020-whats-the-trend-hve3z3s
11 How 2020 Became the Year of DeFi and What’s to Come in 2021. Entrepreneur, January 2021, Sarah Austin - https://explodingtopics.com/blog/defi-trends
12 Moon Chain Crypto, Why Are the Cryptocurrencies So Popular? Youholder, Christopher Stern, May 2021 - https://publicistpaper.com/moon-chain-crypto-why-are-the-crypto-currency-so-popular/
13 Reasons Safemoon Could Rise to the Moon, Investing.com, May 2021 - https://www.investing.com/news/cryptocurrency-news/reasons-safemoon-could-rise-to-the-moon-2493909
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The Coyote Coin is a yield-sharing coin developed and launched by an experienced crypto team. Unlike other startups in the 
crypto field, the Coyote team has learned from multiple launches and successful projects, and is creating a coin that has the 
best features of RFI-type coins, while mitigating the weaknesses that have been built into many of these projects in the past.

With the uptick in revenues from yield farming and liquidity pools, many investors want to get into the crypto market with 
DeFi assets that provide a reliable return on the coin holdings, without the complexity of managing multiple wallets for yield 
farming and staking. Coyote Coin assumes that every coin held is a coin held for the security of the network. Therefore, every 
coin automatically stakes and shares in the yields on the network. Yields are assured by splitting all of the network transaction 
fees among all of the coin holders of Coyote Coin, in direct proportion to the amount of coins they hold.

The following features are built into the Coyote Coin:

• Deflationary with transactional coin burn
• Auto-liquidity
• Static compensation with live redistribution
• Performance unlock
• Multi-chain
• Whale-proof limitations
• Incentives and price catalysts
• Automated coin locks
• Manual coin burning, based on core team recommendation and democratic vote

In addition to the built-in features, having an experienced and professional core team means that the coin is backed by people 
who can be trusted and who will avoid the kinds of pitfalls that can lead to disillusionment with cryptocurrency projects.

To ensure that the team aligns with the best interests of the entire network, the Coyote Coin system includes a performance 
reward system. The rewards for the team are released from a locked smart contract—only on the condition that the Coyote 
Coin makes its price performance targets. This locked target reward ensures that the team is not tempted to work for their 
own interests at the expense of others on the network. In following with the best practices of the blockchain industry, all 
interests are completely aligned. Solid and reliable management of the blockchain and development of the project, ongoing 
maintenance of the social channels and care for the participants lead to the ongoing reliability of the network.

Overview
Solution



Marketing + Operations Wallet

0x723502C08dB0432e1e286765d4F5FAA2161798F4

Reserve Wallet

0x00dF865a85162a3F07Bd40B6970b95D879c89308
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Coyote Coin Economics
Solution

Transactional coin burning
DEFLATIONARY

Deposit to PancakeSwap LP
AUTO-LIQUIDITY

Daily deposit to coin holders
AUTO-REWARDS

Team coins locked until set price
PERFORMANCE UNLOCKS

Ethereum + Binance Smart Chain support
MULTI-CHAIN

Participation cap on coin issuance
CAPPED INVESTOR LAUNCH

Airdrops, rewards, & NFTs
INCENTIVES & PRICE CATALYSTS

LP locking & vesting
COIN LOCKS

Reflections
4.25%

Dev Fee
.75%

Burn
2%

Transferred
88%

Liquidity
2%

Marketing/
Operations

3%
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Coyote Coin - Harpoon Tax
Solution

The Harpoon Tax™ will trigger only if someone 
tries selling more than 0.25% of the total supply.

FIRST 24H [POST LAUNCH]

After 24 hours - The Harpoon Tax™ initiates if 
someone tries to sell more than 5% of the 
previous 24 hour sell volume.

AFTER 24H [POST LAUNCH]

Reflections
12%

Dev Fee
.75%

Liquidity
5.25%

Transferred
67%

Burn
2% Marketing/

Operations

13%
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The Coyote protocol is based around a deflationary coin mechanism powered by a 12% 
transaction tax, of which 2% is burned to keep increasing the scarcity (decreasing the 
supply) of coins on the market. The ongoing burn means that the coin itself is deflationary 
by default as the supply goes down. The transaction tax is split as described in the Coyote 
Coin Economics section, funding an auto-liquidity mechanism which ensures the 
tradability of the coin, as well as providing rewards to the coin holders. A portion of the tax 
is distributed on a daily basis to the coin holders.

This is designed to increase the appeal and widespread adoption of Coyote Coin. As a coin 
with ongoing increased demand and decreased supply, the mechanism design causes 
Coyote to be a deflationary coin.

Deflationary
Solution
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The more transactions 
that occur, the higher 
the liquidity pool gets, 
covering the amounts needed 
for trading. The liquidity coins 
are automatically deposited to 
PancakeSwap or Uniswap, in 
accordance to whether the 
transaction was on the Ethereum or 
Binance Smart Chain network.

Auto-Liquidity
Solution

The Coyote system provides its own 
liquidity pool based on setting aside 2% 
of the transaction costs for the liquidity 
pool. The logic behind the auto-liquidity 
is that all participants in the network 
automatically contribute liquidity 
farming. As such, every transaction has 
built in the liquidity mechanism that 
sets aside 2% of the fee. This ensures 
that there is always a tradable liquidity 
pool on hand, and that there is a direct 
correlation between the amount of 
money in the liquidity pool and the 
amount needed for transactions on the 
network.

BEP-20ERC-20

C O Y O T E  C O I N  E C O N O M I C S

Live Redistribution Pool

Coin Holder Wallets

4.25%

Realtime
Rewards

Transaction Completed

Coin Burn Pool2%

Automatic Burn

Transaction Initiated

Locked DEX Liquidity

PancakeSwap
COYOTE-BNB Pool

2%

88%0.75%

Dev Tax

Marketing / Operations3%

Live Redistribution Pool

Coin Holder Wallets

4.25%

Realtime
Rewards

Transaction Completed

Coin Burn Pool2%

Automatic Burn

Transaction Initiated

Locked DEX Liquidity

PancakeSwap
COYOTE-BNB Pool

2%

88%0.75%

Dev Tax

Marketing / Operations3%
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Static Compensation
Solution

Rewards on the Coyote network are provided automatically to any coin holder with a detectable wallet. All of the coins are 
tracked, so that they are always accumulating the yields based on the 4.25% of transaction fees accumulated into the Live 
Redistribution Pool and allocated to coinholders. The system automatically calculates the amount that each coin earns, and 
then when any coin holder connects to the network via a valid wallet, the rewards are automatically credited to the coin 
holder. Auto-rewards are distributed instantly.

C O Y O T E  C O I N  E C O N O M I C S

Transaction Completed

Coin Burn Pool2%

Automatic Burn

Transaction Initiated

Locked DEX Liquidity

PancakeSwap
COYOTE-BNB Pool

2%

88%0.75%

Dev Tax

Marketing / Operations3%

Live Redistribution Pool

Coin Holder Wallets

4.25%

Realtime
Rewards
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The Coyote Performance Unlock
Solution

The Performance Unlock feature is a first-of-a-kind feature that guarantees that the team guiding the Coyote Coin is fully aligned 
with the success of the coin. The unlock feature is enabled at price targets at 9 month, 12 months, 18 months and 24 months after 
the launch of the coin. The team has specific price performance targets. If those targets are met, the reward coins are released 
to the team. Otherwise, they return to the pool and are used for the unlocked coin bonus lottery, described below. The lottery 
is a bonus pot that is available to coin holders and when the lottery is held, everyone has a chance to win proportional to the 
amount of coins they have held for a minimum of 30 days prior to the lottery.  

C O Y O T E  C O I N  E C O N O M I C S

Minimum 24-month vesting
Last 40% unlock based on Price D

TEAM UNLOCK 4

Minimum 18-month vesting
Next 30% unlock based on Price C

TEAM UNLOCK 3

Minimum 12-month vesting
Next 20% unlock based on Price B

TEAM UNLOCK 2

Minimum 9-month vesting
First 10% unlock based on Price A

TEAM UNLOCK 1

Chart for illustration purposes only; not to scale.
Actual unlock price is confidential to prevent price manipulation.
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Multi-Chain
Solution

Coyote Coin is a multi-chain coin from the outset, initially launched on the Binance Smart Chain with a bridge to the 
Ethereum Network shortly after. The result means that it will be possible to list Coyote both on Uniswap and 
PancakeSwap. The ability to use multiple chains will allow increased liquidity and prevent the potential issues with 
Ethereum gas fees. Recently, Ethereum gas fees have reached prohibitive rates, limiting the applicability for Ethereum 
DeFi transactions. BSC fees are still in line with affordability relative to the returns for the Coyote Coin, and BSC is 
cross-compatible with EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine). Creating a coin that is multi-chain from the outset provides 
peace of mind for the investors in the Coyote Coin that the coin has long-term viability independent of the transaction fees 
on any single network.

TECHNICAL NOTE:
Coyote will be implementing a mint & burn structure that will act as a role-based library. Only the minter role has access to 
the minting function in the contract which is used by the Ethereum Bridge.  This mint function will be called by the 
bridging contracts to mint supply on the chain where the token is being bridged. On the origin chain, the bridging 
contracts will burn the same amount of tokens.
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Whale-Proof Limitations
Solution

Whale-proofing refers to the built-in mechanisms that prevent 
large investors from becoming overly dominant in the Coyote 
ecosystem. Large coin holders have historically caused problems 
with volatility in just about every crypto asset on the market. 
Whales can influence staking, liquidity pools and the price of a 
coin, particularly if one or two collaborate, or if they simply follow 
one another in close succession. As a result, Coyote Coin limits the 
amount of Coyote Coins that any one address can acquire during 
the presale, as described in the coinomics section.

The initial launch of Coyote caps the amount of regular 
transactions any address can make to 5% of the previous 24-hour 
sell volume. It will still be possible to sell beyond the regular 
amount of transactions, however the transaction tax will increase 
from 12% to 33% if the seller exceeds the maximum sell limit. If the 
team detects that there are still problematic behaviors by whales, it 
will be possible to impose even stricter or more expensive 
limitations on daily sells. Whale-proofing is great for smaller 
holders—but also for the whales themselves, because they don’t 
have to worry that another whale might execute a rug pull or other 
price manipulation. In other words, the mechanism makes Coyote 
safe for other large investors.
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Incentives & Price Catalysts
Solution

As with any blockchain project, the Coyote Coin includes a variety of incentive programs to increase the coin adoption and 
retain loyalty to the network. Incentives on the network will include:

• Presale opportunity for interested investors to support a stronger launch of Coyote

• Airdrops to coin holders, participants in the social channels, and participants who spread the word about Coyote Coin

• Bounties for marketing activities and community involvement

• Special lotteries, as described further

• Beautiful NFT collections with forthcoming utilities to support Coyote’s growth and spread brand awareness

• Creative contests & giveaways for coin holders and loyal social media followers

• An interactive, growing community built on transparency and collaborative dialogue with our coin holders & fans
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Long & Short Term Coin Lotteries
Solution

Special lotteries will be held with coins in the reserve as well as coins that were not 
unlocked. Reward coins that are not claimed at specific exit points are redistributed to the 
coin holders. Rewards may be using the coins themselves or in prizes that generate a 
higher level of excitement in the network. Short-term lotteries are for people who have 
been holding coins for 90 days, and long-term lotteries are held for people who have been 
holding for at least one year.

For example, a special lottery might be for a new car, or exclusive prizes that can only be 
attained through the lottery. Eligibility for the lottery will be based on the amount of coins 
that are held over the 90 days prior to the lottery. The system will allocate one lottery ticket 
per coin held for those 90 days. This structure is designed to generate excitement over the 
coin and cause people to enter the network and purchase coins over the period of time 
leading up to the lottery. The transactions leading up to these events causes increases in 
transactions, which in turn translates to increased tax collection, increased liquidity, and 
increased rewards for everyone on the network.
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Full Transparency
Solution

The Coyote protocol provides full transparency. 
Smart contracts are open source for people to 
audit, all transactions are immutable on the 
blockchain. We are driven by our community and 
fueled by their confidence. Our transparent 
approach to the growth of Coyote can be seen 
through our communications throughout social 
media. From educational, static content and 
interview videos of our founders and team to live 
web streams and interactive dialogue through 
community-centered messaging platforms such 
as Discord and Telegram.

We believe that a direct connection with our 
community will be a direct reflection of growth of 
Coyote Coin.



C O Y O T E  C O I N  E C O N O M I C S
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Coin Burning
Solution

Coin burning on the network is fully transparent and visible. For every transaction, 2% of the transaction amount (reserved in 
the transaction fee) is burned ,automatically. Burned coins disappear from the coin supply and are not put back into any types 
of pools or redistribution schemes. Coin burning reduces the overall supply, creating deflationary price pressure on the coins.

The more transactions that are performed, the more coins are burned.

Transaction Completed

Coin Burn Pool2%

Automatic Burn

Transaction Initiated

Locked DEX Liquidity

PancakeSwap
COYOTE-BNB Pool

2%

88%0.75%

Dev Tax

Marketing / Operations3%

Live Redistribution Pool

Coin Holder Wallets

4.25%

Realtime
Rewards
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Net Transaction
Solution

In each transaction, whether it be the sale of coins or the purchase of coins, each participant must consider that only 88% of 
the total value of such transactions will be available. As previously stated in this whitepaper, the remaining 12% gets divided up 
between 4.25% to redistributions, 3% to marketing/operations, 2% to the burn pool, 2% to DEX liquidity, and a 0.75% dev tax.  

Transaction Completed

Coin Burn Pool2%

Automatic Burn

Transaction Initiated

Locked DEX Liquidity

PancakeSwap
COYOTE-BNB Pool

2%

88%0.75%

Dev Tax

Marketing / Operations3%

Live Redistribution Pool

Coin Holder Wallets

4.25%

Realtime
Rewards
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Coin Distribution
Coin Sale

Coyote shall only be made available for purchase 
through its coin sale or on the secondary exchange 
market.

Coyote initially started with 2,500,000,000,000,000 (2.5 
quadrillion) total supply. In an effort to launch Coyote to 
the public with optimal coin economics in mind, we 
burned 50% or 1,250,000,000,000,000 (1.25 quadrillion) 
prior to presale.

Coyote Coin will be sold during presale at an initial 
trade amount of 211,020,408,163.265 per 1 BNB (USD 
$0.0000000017818182) for a total market cap at launch 
of USD $980,000.00 and will be cross-listed on 
Pancakeswap and Uniswap after presale.

Public launch price will be $0.000000001961412. 

Coins created by the contract will be distributed based 
on this donut chart. No tokens were distributed prior 
to the 50% burn, promoting fairness to our team as well 
as the community.

DEX Liquidity
3 year minimum lockup.

Public Sale
No lockup.

Unsold coins from presale 
are burned. All other coin 

values reduced to 
maintain percentages.

Reserve
Equal installments over 24 
mo. Each phase duration 
specified. Combined with 

coin price target.

Operations
Distributed during presale.

Team
Distributed during presale.

DEX Liquidity
44%Public Sale

16%

Team
6.84%Operations

7%
Reserve
25%

Burn
1.16%



Operations
Content Development
Customer Help Desk/Support
Crypto Education Initiative

Legal
IP Protection
Growth Counsel

Reserve
Liquidity Allocated for Lottery

DEX Liquidity
Liquidity Locked for 3 Years on Swaps/Exchanges with
Transaction Transparency to the Community Upon Launch 

Marketing
Brand Awareness + Social Outreach
Live Customer Engagements
Digital Media Development
“The Den” Ecosystem Education

03
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Use of Proceeds
Coin Sale

Contributions received from the coin presale will be 
used according to the breakdown seen here. These 
percentages are subject to change at any moment and 
provided as an approximation. DEX liquidity is 
approximation – will be based on actual raise.

DEX Liquidity
71.4%

Legal
1.6%

Reserve
10% Marketing

7%
Operations

3%Technology
7%

Technology
Coin Audit via Certik (Includes Audit & Skynet)
Integration w/ Open Zeppelin (Security Managment)
“Coyote Den” Development (App, Wallet/Swap, Payment Gateway)
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Pre-Launch
Roadmap

The Coyote Roadmap* consists of pre-launch initiatives along 
with post-launch objectives. Everything from content 
strategy and investor outreach through NFT airdrops and 
exchange implementation, we are committed to a fully 
transparent launch for our interested investors. Short-term 
deliverables combined with a long-term growth strategy is 
what will separate Coyote from other coins to ensure rewards 
and sustainability for all participants.

BRAND ESSENTIALS
Coin Name
Coin Identity
Reserve Domain Names
Social Media Setup
Website Splash Page
File Trademark
Pre-Launch Roadmap

CONTENT PLANNING
Digital Content Strategy
Written Content Strategy
Physical Content Strategy
Social / Promo Calendar
Team Assignments
NFT Production
Website Growth

SOCIAL  OUTREACH
Launch Social Outreach
Begin Email Marketing
Define Brand Ambassadors
Something Tangible +
Something Promised
Investment Interest
NFT Airdrops

REACH INVESTOR CAP
Target Goal Met

LAUNCH
To the Moon!

LAUNCH PREP

INVESTOR ROUND
Early Adopter Outreach
Investor Outreach
Investment Aggregation
Marketing & Awareness
Aim for Target Market Cap

CERTIK Coin Audit
Marketing Strategy
Ad / Media Prep

* Please visit our website for the latest version of the Coyote Coin Roadmap
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Post-Launch
Roadmap

SUPPORT COINS
Build a Voting Coin
Reduce Transaction Fees
Provide More Utility to the Community

COYOTE UTILITY DEVELOPMENT
Details Released at Later Point

NFT EXPANSION
NFT Collection Expansion
Ability to Stake NFTs
Integration with “The Den” Ecosystem

COYOTE “HYPE DEN” ECOSYSTEM
View Live Chart Data
Reflections Dashboard: Monitor Your Coyote Rewards
Affiliate Marketing Dashboard
Downloadable Content
Voting Rights into the Ecoystem
Community-Centric Environment
Coyote Swap Development

COYOTE SWAP



We chose the coyote as the primary icon for our coin. Coyotes are creative scavengers who find their strength within a pack. The 
Coyote Coin™ brand is the crossroads of a fierce coyote in front of a glowing sunset; draped in purple to mimic the night with the 
glow of the setting sun. Coyotes are scavengers, quick, and highly intelligent and we felt those were elements worth relating to.

Community-Inspired & Built with Integrity

.25x

.5x

2x

1x

.1x .5x
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We Are Coyote
Brand
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Ethos
Brand

Leadership
 Driving forward with confidence, 

bravery, and commitment.

[bold stance]

Humbleness
 Never forgetting where we came 

from and why we’re doing this.
 

[looking back]

Vigilance
Keeping ears up and a watchful 

eye over The Pack / Den.
 

[turned head]

Vigor
Harnessing positive energy and 

strength to sustain growth.

[glowing eye]
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Marketing
Brand

Lifestyle

digital/print
advertisement

EMERGING
INFLUENCERS

SPONSORSHIPS/
ENDORSEMENTS

PRODUCT
EXPOSURE

Partnerships

OUTREACH Media

1 2

3 4

Coyote is more than a coin; it’s a 
lifestyle. We intend to showcase 
the impact and versatility of 
crypto across technology, 
lifestyle, and humanity. Coyote’s 
has a profound commitment to 
community impact through the 
education of crypto and how it 
can bring opportunity into 
untapped markets.

1

Leverage local, national, & global 
news media and radio outlets to 
showcase crypto as a lifestyle, not 
a technology. Spread awareness 
of Coyote’s growth & benefits 
through community 
engagement and in-house 
product development / content.

2

Coyote will showcase the synergy 
of creative partnerships and 
outreach programs. Leveraging the 
trusting relationships we build to 
grow the coin, reach new markets, and 
speak to a wider audience. We will be 
the pioneers of connecting the physical 
and digital world of cryptocurrency.

3

Harness in-house talent to produce visual 
media to showcase partnerships and 
product development with the community. 
From advertisements and podcasts to video 
commercials and news coverage, we can 
showcase the impact of Coyote and its 
commitment to making crypto relatable.  

4



A U D I T E D  B Y
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A Pack with Purpose
Team

L E A D E R S H I P  T E A MOur team is a melting pot of business, technology, energy, and endless 
creativity. We are all or have been small business owners at one point in 
our life and believe in the power of serial entrepreneurship. Crypto isn’t 
just a “hype thing to do” for us; we’re in this for the long haul. We wanted 
to develop a coin that promoted stability in the volatile world of crypto.

Therefore, we’ve prepared our den and are on the hunt to build our pack 
and change the way the world sees crypto. We want to protect the deep 
wallet investors just as much as we do the newcomers. We are here to 
educate, motivate, and captivate.

Our team comes from all walks of life but have come together to 
centralize on one thing in this decentralized world: transparency. We’ve 
built our coin with honest intentions and long-term benefits while 
introducing a variety of unique and valuable utilities to the market. We 
don’t just seek your investment; we seek your trust.

Coyotes don’t crave the spotlight so you won’t find traditional head shots 
and bios about us but if you know us... you know us - and you know what 
we are capable of. We support each other to support you; that’s how our 
den works together. We love questions so hit us with them.

Join our pack at TheCoyoteCoin.com, follow us on social media, and be 
on the lookout for live events coming popping up throughout 2022.

FOUNDER

FOUNDER

BUSINESS ADVISOR

BRAND DIRECTOR

DEVELOPMENT LEAD

BLOCKCHAIN LEAD

Chris
Bella
Mark

JR
Matt

Bullish

Certik KYC complete
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Overview
Disclaimers

In consideration of Coyote (the “Company”) providing this Whitepaper to the recipient, the recipient acknowledges that the 
contents of this Whitepaper are confidential to the Company and the recipient agrees not to disclose, distribute or permit to be 
communicated verbally, directly or indirectly or otherwise, or to otherwise publish the contents of this Whitepaper except with the 
prior written consent of the Company. For the purposes of this acknowledgment “recipient” includes, without limitation, any 
principal, employee or agent of the recipient.

This Whitepaper, and any offers made within it, is solely for Participants. This Whitepaper provides a summary of the main features 
of the Company. It contains general advice only and has been prepared without taking into account any participant’s objectives, 
financial situation or needs.

Participants should read the Whitepaper carefully and assess whether the information is appropriate for them in respect of their 
objectives, financial situation and needs. This Whitepaper does not purport to contain all the information that a prospective 
participant may require. In all cases, interested parties should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the Company and 
the data contained in this Whitepaper.

The Company does not make any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in 
this Whitepaper. Furthermore, the Company shall not have any liability to the recipient or any person resulting from the reliance 
upon this Whitepaper in determining to acquire Coyote Coin.

The Company considers that the financial and non-financial information contained in this Whitepaper has been prepared to the 
best of its reasonable knowledge and ability. However, recipients must rely on their own investigation of all financial information 
and no representations or warranties are or will be made by the Company as to the accuracy or completeness of such information.

The Company makes no representation about the underlying value of the coins on offer. Prospective participants must make their 
own assessment about whether the price of the coins being offered represents fair value.
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Participant Warning
Disclaimers

Participation in a coin sale carries high risks. It is highly speculative and before participating in any project about which 
information is given, prospective participants are strongly advised to seek appropriate professional advice; the information 
contained in this Whitepaper has been prepared by or on behalf of the Company. Coyote has not undertaken an independent 
review of the information contained in this Whitepaper.

07
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Prominent Statements
Disclaimers

The information contained in this Whitepaper about the proposed business opportunity is not intended to be the only information 
on which a decision is to be made and is not a substitute for a disclosure document, or any other notice that may be required 
under law. Detailed information may be needed to make a coin participation decision.

Prospective participants should be aware that no established market exists for the trading of any coins that may be offered.

07
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Future Statements
Disclaimers

Except for historical information, there may be matters in this Whitepaper that are forward-looking statements. Such statements 
are only predictions and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainty. Forward-looking statements, which are based on 
assumptions and estimates and describe the Company’s future plans, strategies, and expectations are generally identifiable by
the use of the words ‘anticipate’, ‘will’, ‘believe’, ‘estimate’, ‘plan’, ‘expect’, ‘intend’, ‘seek’, or similar expressions. Participants are 
cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. By its nature, forward-looking information involves 
numerous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertainties both general and specific that contribute to the possibility those 
predictions, forecasts, projections and other forward-looking statements will not occur. Those risks and uncertainties include 
factors and risks specific to the industry in which the Company operates as well as general economic conditions. Actual 
performance or events may be materially different from those expressed or implied in those statements.
 
All forward-looking statements attributable to the Company or persons acting on behalf of the Company are expressly qualified in 
their entirety by the cautionary statements in this section. Except as expressly required by law, the Company undertakes no 
obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements provided in this Whitepaper whether as a result of new 
information, future events or otherwise, or the risks affecting this information.

None of the Company, its officers or any person named in this Whitepaper with their consent, or any person involved in the 
preparation of this Whitepaper, makes any representation or warranty (express or implied) as to the accuracy or likelihood of 
fulfillment of any forward-looking statement except to the extent required by law. The forward-looking statements reflect the 
views held only as at the date of this Whitepaper.

07
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Value Risks
Disclaimers

Coins issued by Coyote may drop substantially in value, or may remain illiquid for long periods of time or indefinitely. Coyote 
cannot guarantee an active secondary market for the exchange of coins purchased in the coin sale. Not all disclosures or 
statements are being made in this disclaimer section. Participants should review the coin sale agreement in its entirety and seek 
the professional advice of legal counsel and investment professionals.

Coyote Coins may change in value based on a number of factors that are outside our control. There is no guarantee or expectation 
that Coyote Coins will increase in value, provide a return, or have sufficient adoption and liquidity on exchanges. Owning these 
coins does not constitute a share of equity or ownership in the company. The coin economy is new and exciting. Regulatory 
circumstances may require that coin mechanics be changed or altered.

Coyote Coins do not have any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features, express or implied, including, without 
limitation, any uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or features on the Coyote platform. Company does not guarantee and is 
not representing in any way to buyer that the Coyote Coins have any rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or Coyote 
features. Coyote Coins may have no value. The company reserves the right to refuse or cancel Coyote Coin purchase requests at 
any time at its sole discretion.

07
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Get in Touch
Contact

We are committed to unmatched customer education and support and have a variety of ways for you to get in touch with us. 
Additionally, we’ve provided all of our social channels below for you to connect with us on. Thank you for your support and 
dedication to Coyote.

COME SOCIALIZE WITH US

SHOOT US AN EMAIL

You won’t find a more active crypto community!

support@thecoyotecoin.com

COYOTE HELP DESK
https://coyotecoin.zendesk.com

“How-To” articles for Coyote and baseline crypto knowledge

24/7 email support (average response is within 24 hours)

Growing crypto knowledgebase to educate newcomers


